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Rabbi Michael Beals of Congregation Beth Shalom had already committed to a
wedding when he got the sad news of Len's passing. We find enjoyment working as a
team, both at simchas and at sad occasions, like this afternoon. So after our joint meeting
with the Dukart family, Rabbi Beals wrote the eulogy that I am about to deliver. Because
of the warm relationship I had with Len, I will add my own comments to those composed
by my friend and colleague, Rabbi Beals. In this way, together we hope to honor Len's
memory and bring comfort to his family, friends and colleagues.

Every week Jews read another portion of the Bible, in consecutive order,
beginning with Genesis and concluding with Deuteronomy. It can be no coincidence that
Len left this world for the next on the Torah portion called, "Lech L'cha", where we meet
Abraham, the visionary partriarch of the Jewish people, as well as Abraham's trusted head
of household, Eliezer. Leonard's Hebrew name was also Eliezer. The name is Hebrew
and means "my God helps." The Eliezer mentioned in the Torah is trustworthy and
dependable. So much so, that Abraham assumes that Eliezer will be his heir and carry on
the leadership of the Jewish people. After Isaac is born, Eliezer will have the all-
important task of carrying out Abraham's last wish by traveling back to the Old Country
and finding a suitable mate for Isaac, in order to guarantee the continuity of the Jewish
people.

The Eliezer who we mourn today was also desribed by his four wonderful sons as
loyal, dependable, and he certainly did his part to ensure the continuity of the Jewish
people, particularly the Jewish community here in Wilmington. To his credit he ensured
that all four of his boys, Leslie, David, Gary and Alan all had fine Jewish educations, all
were respectively called to the Torah as a bar mitzvah, and that his eleven grandchildren
who all know how important their grandfather regarded his Judaism. But as we learn Len
Dukart's story, we will find that he has more in common with Abraham -- a wanderer
with a vision. While Abraham look for a Golden Land flowing with milk and honey,
Len, our modern-day Abraham, will have looked for Golden Arches flowing with milk
shakes and hamburgers....but more of that in a moment.

Len was the second of four children born to Harry and Sara Dukart. Len's parents
were both born in Poland and came to America after the turn of the last century, settling
in Chicago, where Len was born on February 15, 1920. Len was surrounded by sisters,
Lillian, the eldest, and his younger siblings, Adelle and Anita. Lillian and Len were
particularly close. On first glance, it is tragic that Len's eldest sister, Lillian, passed away
last Friday, just 48 hours after her borther, Len, passed. Yet there is something
comforting knowing that these two siblings who loved each other so much in life have
been rejoined for all eternity. Bonds such as those shared between Len and Lillian are
enduring.



Len's father, Harry, was a manufacturer of men's custom clothing, and he became
prosperous making uniforms during war time. As a boy, Harry once told a 13-year old
Len to drive the family car from home to work. Len mastered the stick shift with ease but
he really had no idea where he was going. He had only taken the trolley from home to
work. So he got himself behind the trolley, and when it stopped, he stopped. It wasn't
efficient but he finally got the family car to its destination. From this early age, Len
developed a love of cars and a love for driving. He would later relish his long-distance
driving between Wilmington and Chicago. This dependable, reliable 13 year old, having
been brought up in a Jewishly observant home, would have a bar mitzvah, while his
secular studies would include high school graduation from Roosevelt High School in
Chicago. While in high school he developed his body through such sports as tennis,
handball, and a life-long passion for swimming. In later years he was known as an avid
swimmer at the Wilmington Jewish Community Center, whose staff came to love Len
throughout the years. He also developed his heart and mind through music, playing
piano, violin, string bass, drums and even conducting his high school orchestra. All
through his life Len maintained a deep appreciation of both classical, jazz, and Jewish
liturgical music. In fact Len had a deep love and appreciation for Congregation Beth
Shalom's long-standing clergyman, Cantor Salzer, claiming that the Cantor was never
paid what he was truly worth.

Len would go on to graduate with a degree in Business Administration from the
University of Chicago. Len would build a very successful business career on his fine
educational foundation, but his career would have to wait. On December 7, 1941, shortly
after Len graduated, Pearl Harbor was attacked. Len volunteered for the United States
Army, hoping to become a pilot. Alas, Len was color blind, and I guess the Army turned
him down for the pilot position, fearing that he might accidentally shoot down the wrong
planes. He, nevertheless, successfully completed Officer Candidate School, earning a
Lietenant's position. He served state-side in Georgia and California, before being shipped
off to the Phillipines in combat. Len would be honored by his nation with a Purple Heart
for his service during World War II. He would later serve in Japan after the cessation of
hostilities, but his time in the Phillipines really effected him. Len developed a life-long
love of the Fillipino people. Later he and his wife, Dora, we will come to her in a minute,
adopted a Fillipino foster child named Alfredo, and among his dearest friends was Dr.
James Salvo, who still has a place of honor in the Dukart family. In time, Len,
accompanied by Dora, would return to the Phillipines on a family vacation.

It was while playing tennis in the early forties that a good looking, Len Dukart,
with a head full of black, wavey hair, first met his future wife, Dora Chirtel. Len had
accidentally hit Dora with a tennis ball. Not an auspicous start. Dora's first impression of
Len was the he was arrogant. But Len was smitten. He was persistent, some might even
call it stubborn. But when Len got an idea in his head, he stuck with it. This sense of
vision and persistence, which we celebrate in this week's Torah portion in the patriarch
Abraham, was abounding in Len. This is how he became successful in business and in
love. This is how Dora became Mrs. Dukart. Len wouldn't propose until after he had



earned his Lieutenant position. It was war time when Len and Dora were married on
August 27, 1942. No fancy wedding dress, no fancy reception. .

In later life, Dora once turned to Len, and perhaps because of that first, hasty
wedding, suggested that he and Dora renew their wedding vows. Without missing a beat,
Len replied: "I married you once and that's enough!" But in truth, Len put Dora up on a
pedastal. That's not to say they did not have their moments. There was the time when
Dora had bought a pink, pill box hat for a bar mitzvah. Len hated it. One day, the kids
heard the sound of running footsteps throughout the house. In burst Len holding the
dreaded hat. Dora was close behind. Len got to the trash can first. He thrusted the hat in
the garbage can and crushed it. Dora was too late. But Len would pay dearly for that hat.
Every time Dora went clothes shopping after that incident Len would realize what an
expensive mistake he had made that day. They enjoyed 53 years of married life together
until leukemia tragically claimed Dora's life in 1996.

After the war, Len's father Harry, had hoped that his son would follow him into
the clothes manufactering business. But it wasn't meant to be. First, Len would see his
father custom make a man's suit and put it on the rack for $100. Then knock-off
companies like Robert Hall Manufacturing would copy the same design and put it on the
rack for $69. In addition, you might remember that Len was color blind. And when it
came to clothes sense...well just say that Len used to hike his pants so high that his
daughter-in-law was known to say: " we were going to buy you some new pants, but we
didn't know your chest size!" So Len got out of the clothes manufacturing business as
soon as he could.

And now the Abraham metaphor, to which I have been alluding to, comes out in
full force. In this story, Abraham is played by Len Dukart and God who sent Abraham
from Ur to The Hold Land, is played by Roy Kroc, founder of McDonald's. And the Holy
Land is, of course, Delaware. Len met Mr. Kroc in 1958. Len was 38 years old at the
time. He had a wife and four young boys to feed and was looking for a new job. The
Chicago-based McDonald's concept, new at the time, intrigued Len. Unfortunately the
only people fortunate to have McDonald's franchises in the greater-Chicago area were
Kroc blood relations. Just as ancient Abraham must have loved his native Ur of the
Chaldees, so, too did Len love his native Chicago. But Mr. Kroc said "lech l'cha", "Go
Forth!" Abraham travels to Canaan, there is famine in the land. Then Abraham travels to
Egypt, back to Canaan, in stages, famine drives them to Gerar, and then back to Canaan
one more time.

Mr. Kroc said "lech l'cha", and sent Len to Mason City, Iowa but Len couldn't
dream of raising his kids in such a place devoid of Jewish life. Then Mr. Kroc said "lech
l'cha, and sent Len to Benton Harbor, Michigan. Len didn't like it. Then, the ever-patient
Mr. Kroc, said "lech l'cha with a little more force and sent Len to Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
But because there were a lot of Germans in Milwaukee, Len, on account of his being
Jewish, didn't feel comfortable. Finally, Mr. Kroc, said, "Len, this is your last chance,"
"lech l'cha", and sent Len to Newark, Delaware,. to open the first McDonald's restaurant



in the state of Delaware, store #225, of which there are now more than 30,000
McDonald's world wide.

Former State Superintendant of Education, Bill Keen tells the story of his aunt and
uncle sitting around the table in 1960 recounting how they had met the nicest man with
four kids from Chicago. They said: "He bought a restaurant by the railway tracks and he
is going to sell hamburgers for 15 cents -- how is he ever going to feed his family?" At
first, due to a spate of unusual blizzards, Len's Newark McDonalds almost didn't make it.
But Len was persistant and in time the Newark store became one of the busiest in the
McDonald's chain, showing a proft which allowed Len to open his second restaurant in
Wilmington, where Len became a strong foundation in the Congregation Beth Shalom
community, eventually serving on the Board of Directors.

God takes Abraham outside and says: "Look toward heaven and count the
stars...so shall your offspring be." By the end of his business career, Len could count
eight McDonald's under Dukart Management, seven right here in Delaware, the eighth in
Pennsylvania. In 1980 Len was awarded the Golden Arch, the highest honor given to a
licensee. And Len far exceeded Abraham with four sons, and eventually eleven
grandchildren.

All four sons remember their dad always being at work. Les, the eldest son, or as
Len would say Number One son, and Alan, the youngest, Number Four son, would follow
their father into the business. According to Les, David--Number Two son, didn't go into
the business because he wanted to give all the profits away to charity. And Gary--
Number Three son, would have eaten all the profits. Michael, the eldest of Len's
grandchildren, also known as "sweet face" by Len, is the third generation of Dukarts to
be involved in the McDonalds franchise. Len's boys said that although their dad was
deeply involved in the business, he still made time to take them to ball games, or on
driving tours when it was time to pick out colleges. Of course, remember that Len loved
to drive, and with the bulk of the Dukart family in Chicago there was a lot of time with
Dad on Wilmington-Chicago family trips.

There is a famous saying in a 2,000 year-old body of Jewish wisdom literature
called Pirkei Avot, in which the ancient rabbis say: "ain kemach, ain Torah"....translation:
"without flour, without sustenance, there is no Torah learning." So with each
McDonald's hamburger bun, heck with each Happy Meal Len created, Len brought a
little bit of goodness into the world. But Len's holy work goes much deeper than that.
Len used the profits from his Delaware McDonalds to help fund the Wilmington branch
of Ronald McDonald House, near A.I. Dupont Children's Hospital on Rockland Road.
The concept behind Ronald McDonald House is truly noble. Parents have such a tough
time when their children are ill and need to undergo long-term treatment. In these
situations where are the parents supposed to stay? A Philadelphia oncologist named Kim
Hill saw her patients literally sleeping in the hallways of her hospital so they could be
near their children, support them and see to their needs while undergoing treatment. She
knew the situation was impossible. So she turned to McDonald's and the Eagle's Football



Team, who together fundraised to create the first Ronald McDonald House in
Philadelphia, back in 1974. Today there are hundreds of them world-wide.

Len, with the help of his wife, Dora, was able to successfully demonstrate the
need for a Ronald McDonald house in Delaware, and the Wilmington chapter opened in
1991, which makes this year the Bar Mitzvah year for the Ronald McDonald House at
1901 Rockland Road. Giving charitably to this institution would be a wonderful way of
perserving Len Dukart's memory and ensuring that his good work is allowed to continue.
The Ronald McDonald House in Wilmington allows parents whose children are being
treated at A.I. Dupont Children's Hospital to be able to live across the street from the
hospital and thus be available around the clock to minister to their children, and have a
place to recharge in order to sustain themselves. This is mitzvah work at its best.

As Chazzan of Congregation Beth Shalom, I came to know Len in a personal
way......
(This is where you should share something peronal).

At the beginning of this past week's Torah portion, God says to Abraham: "I will
make your name great and you shall be a blessing." As a husband, a father, a father-in-
law, a grandfather, as a businessman, and as a philanthropist,. I can say without hesitation
that Len Dukart was a blessing and he will be sorely missed. But by giving to those
institutions which meant so much to Len, from his synagogue, Congregation Beth
Shalom, to Ronald McDonald House of Delaware, we can ensure that his memory will
be for a blessing as we continue his good works.


